ANM Insights - Assessment

Network Infrastructure
In today’s fast-moving environment, keeping your major systems resilient, efficient, and secure can mean the
difference between staying ahead of problems or becoming a victim to them. ANM Insights is designed to
assess and identify potential problems in a proactive manner. Gain Insights from ANM’s collective engineering
experience and tool sets to help you make the most out of (and the least pain from!) your environment.

Solution Overview
ANM Insights: Network Infrastructure provides an assessment
of your network environment designed to aid in device
discovery and inventory, but more importantly, pinpointing
performance problems, security vulnerabilities, and crucial
lifecycle milestones of your critical infrastructure. Problems
identified early are problems you can remediate before it’s too
late.
This assessment is highly automated and utilizes ANM’s best of
breed tooling so it can be deployed rapidly, without weeks of
setup process.

WHAT SETS US APART

This assessment will allow you to:
›

Know what equipment is in use and what is not, to save on
maintenance costs

›

Gain visibility into which of your Network Operating
Systems have high-priority security vulnerabilities so these
items can be quickly remediated

›

Pinpoint device performance and health issues that are
degrading user experience

›

Identify what equipment is nearing crucial lifecycle
milestones,to start advance planning for upgrades and
replacement – stay ahead of the global IT supply crunch!

›

Determine the maintenance coverage of your critical
devices to make sure they are appropriately covered

›

Understand the state of your Cisco licensing to ensure
assets are being properly operationalized and not
expensive shelf-ware

›

Gain insight into your Software Defined Networking (SDN)
controllers such as Cisco Meraki, Application Centric
Infrastructure, Cisco SD-WAN, and DNA Center

Deliverables of the ANM Insights: Network Infrastructure
include a report which summarizes all findings, as well as a
list of all discovered devices and their respective details. The
service also includes a briefing led by an ANM Expert which
focuses on key findings and recommendations to improve your

PULL QUOTE?
environment,
both in the short and long term. Where possible,

›

ANM is one of the top network infrastructure
providers in the country with a long history of
expertise in a variety of standards based network
technologies. Our team takes an engineering led
approach to problem solving, highlighted by our
6:1 engineering to sales ratio.

›

In addition, ANM is a Cisco Gold Partner and
is one of a select few partners that hold Cisco
Masters Certification in Enterprise Networking,
Collaboration, Data Center, and Security.

›

Unlike many other solution providers, our goal
is to proactively identify areas of opportunity in
your environment via assessment, as opposed to
starting with a product searching for a problem.

FOLLOW-ON SERVICES
›

ANM has several in-depth follow-on advisory
services that address a broad range of challenges
across the entire network, data center, cloud,
and security technology ecosystems. Whether
you are planning a Software Defined Networking
(SDN) implementation, network refresh,
security segmentation strategy, or data center
consolidation or move, ANM can help guide you
through the complexities of planning and rollout.

the briefings will go beyond device level detail and into overall
architecture considerations/recommendations.

		

We’d love to hear from you.
(866) 527-8822

info@anm.com

anm.com

